Clustering is an essential data mining tool for analyzing and grouping similar objects. In big data applications, however, many clustering algorithms are infeasible due to their high memory requirements and/or unfavorable runtime complexity. In contrast, Contraction Clustering (RASTER) is a single-pass algorithm for identifying density-based clusters with linear time complexity. Due to its favorable runtime and the fact that its memory requirements are constant, this algorithm is highly suitable for big data applications where the amount of data to be processed is huge. It consists of two steps: (1) a contraction step which projects objects onto tiles and (2) an agglomeration step which groups tiles into clusters. This algorithm is extremely fast in both sequential and parallel execution. In single-threaded execution on a contemporary workstation, an implementation in Rust processes a batch of 500 million points with 1 million clusters in less than 50 seconds. The speedup due to parallelization is significant, amounting to a factor of around 4 on an 8-core machine.
Introduction
The goal of clustering is to aggregate similar objects into groups in which objects exhibit similar characteristics. However, when attempting to cluster very large amounts of data, i.e. data in excess of 10 12 elements [1] , two limitations of many well-known clustering algorithms become apparent. First, they operate under the premise that all available data fits into memory, which does not necessarily hold true in a big data context. Second, their time complexity is unfavorable. For instance, the frequently used clustering algorithms DBSCAN [2] runs in O(n log n) in the best case, where n is the number of elements of the input data. There are standard implementations that use a distance matrix, but its space requirements of O(n 2 ) make big data applications infeasible in practice. In addition, the logarithmic factor is problematic in a big data context. Linear-time clustering methods exist [3, 4] . Unfortunately, their large coefficients make them inapplicable to big data clustering. In practice, even an algorithm with a seemingly favorable time complexity can be unsuitable, due to the fact that a large coefficient cannot just be conveniently ignored. Generally speaking, many common clustering algorithms are unable to handle much smaller amounts of data and already struggle mightily or even succumb to inputs consisting of just hundreds of clusters and thousands of data points.
In this paper, we introduce Contraction Clustering (RASTER). 1 In the taxonomy presented in Fahad et al. [5] , it is a grid-based clustering algorithm. RASTER has been designed for big data. It scales linearly in the size of its input and has a very modest constant factor. In addition, it is able to handle cases where the available data do not fit into memory as its memory requirements are constant. Its two distinctive phases are parallelizable; the most computationally intensive first one trivially so, while the second one can be expressed in the divide-and-conquer paradigm of algorithm design. According to [6] , distributed clustering algorithms are needed for efficiently clustering big data. However, our algorithm is a counter example to that claim as it exhibits excellent performance metrics even in singlethreaded execution on a single machine. It also makes efficient use of multiple CPU cores. The novelty of RASTER is that it is a straight-forward, easy to implement, and extremely fast big data clustering algorithm with intuitive parameters. It requires only one pass through the input data, which it does not need to retain. In addition, key operations like projection to tiles and neighborhood lookup are performed in constant time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the problem description, with a particular focus on the hub identification problem, in Sect. 2. This is followed by a presentation of the RASTER algorithm for batch-processing in Sect. 3, which includes the parallel version P-RASTER. An evaluation follows in Sect. 4 . As the presentation of RASTER is done partly in a comparative manner, related work is pointed out when appropriate. However, further related work is discussed in Sect. 5. This is followed by future work in Sect. 6 and a conclusion in Sect. 7 . The appendix contains a qualitative comparison of RASTER versus other common clustering methods in Appendix A, a separate comparison of RASTER and CLIQUE in Appendix B, and correctness proofs for P-RASTER in Appendix C. This paper a substantial revision of a previously published conference proceedings paper, which focused on a qualitative description of RASTER [7] . In the current paper, we added a substantial quantitative component to evaluate RASTER as well as the new variant RASTER . In addition, we describe and evaluate parallel implementations of those two algorithms.
to look similar to the dot matrix structure of a raster graphics image. Furthermore, the name RASTER is, using our later terminology, an agglomerated contraction of the words contraction and clustering. The name of our algorithm thus self-referentially illustrates how it contracts an arbitrary number of larger squares, so-called tiles, to single points or, in this case, letters.
Problem Description
In this section we give an overview of the clustering problem in Sect. 2.1, describe the hub identification problem, which is the motivating use case behind RASTER, in Sect. 2.2, and highlight limitations of common clustering methods in Sect. 2.3.
The Clustering Problem
Clustering is a standard approach in machine learning for grouping similar items, with the goal of dividing a data set into subsets that share certain features. It is an example of unsupervised learning, which implies that there are many valid ways of clustering data points. Elements belonging to a cluster are normally more similar to other elements in it than to elements in any other cluster. If an element does not belong to a cluster, it is classified as noise. An element normally belongs to only one cluster. However, fuzzy clustering methods [8, 9] can identify non-disjoint clusters, i.e. elements may be part of multiple overlapping clusters. Yet, this is not an area we are concerned with in this paper. Instead, our focus is on problems that are in principle solvable by common clustering methods such as DBSCAN [2] or k-means clustering [10] .
The Hub Identification Problem
The main use case RASTER addresses is solving the hub identification problem. Consider being given a vast data set of telemetry data in the form of GPS coordinates that trace the movement of vehicles. The goal is to identify hubs of vehicle transportation networks. More concretely, hubs are locations within a road network at which vehicles stop so that a particular action can be performed, e.g. loading and unloading goods at warehouses, dropping of goods at delivery points, or passengers boarding and alighting at bus stops. Conceptually, a hub is a node in a vehicle transportation network, and a node is the center of a cluster. By knowing the location of hubs, as well as the IDs of vehicles that made use of each hub, detailed vehicle transportation networks can be constructed from GPS data and usage profiles of vehicles created. A particular feature of a hub is that it consists of a relatively large number of points in a relatively small area. We therefore also refer to them as tight, dense clusters. Generally, they cover an area that ranges from a few square meters to a few dozen square meters. Hubs tend to also be a certain minimum distance apart from each other, which implies that if multiple hubs are identified that are close to each other, it is generally the result of a misclassification as they would form only one hub in reality. To illustrate what a hub This sample illustrates the hub identification problem, where the goal is to find dense clusters in a noisy data set. In this figure, our algorithm identifies two dense clusters and ignored the less dense points in the center.
may look like, refer to Fig. 2 , which shows dense clusters in a noisy data set. The provided input to the hub identification problem are GPS coordinates, indicating their latitude and longitude. Their precision is defined by the number of place values after the decimal point. For instance, the coordinate pair (40.748441, −73.985664) specifies the location of the Empire State Building in New York City with a precision of 11.1 centimeters. A seventh decimal place value would specify a given location with a precision of 1.1 centimeters, while truncating to five decimal place values would lower precision to 1.1 meters. High-precision GPS measurements require special equipment, but consumer-grade GPS is only accurate to within about ten meters under open sky [11] . Furthermore, commercial vehicles from where these data originate, may have a length ranging from a few meters, in the case of cars or vans, to up to 25 meters or more, in the case of a truck with an attached trailer. Thus, for the purpose of clustering, lower-precision GPS coordinates could be used, without losing a significant amount of information. In practice, a precision of one meter or less is often sufficient. The example just given may seem to imply that scaling, or reducing the precision, is based on powers of ten. However, this interpretation would not be correct as one could use an arbitrary real-number as a scaling factor as well.
The hub identification problem emerged from working with huge real-world data sets. A common approach of clustering algorithms is to return labels of all input data points, indicating to which cluster they belong. This is also the approach taken by one of our comparative benchmarks (cf. Sect. 4). With another linear pass, clusters and their labels can be extracted. This is a viable approach for smaller data sets. However, one of our goals was also to make the amount of data easier to handle and, for instance, reduce 10 12 points to a minuscule fraction of it that contains only the relevant information. Points that do not belong to a cluster are not of interest to our problem.
Limitations of two common clustering methods
In this subsection, we show how the limitations of two common clustering algorithms make them unsuitable for larger data sets, taking into account both runtime and space considerations. While we focus on showing why the two standard clustering algorithms DBSCAN and k-means clustering are not suitable for big data clustering, the bigger point is that these limitations affect other clustering algorithms as well as they retain their inputs. DBSCAN identifies density-based clusters. Its time complexity is O(n log n) in the best case. This depends on whether a query identifying the neighbors of a particular data point can be performed in O(log n). In a pathological case, or in the absence of a fast lookup query, its time complexity is O(n 2 ). DBSCAN is comparatively
fast. Yet, when working with many billions or even trillions of data points, clustering becomes infeasible due to the logarithmic factor, provided all data even fits into memory. On a contemporary workstation with 16 GB RAM, the scikit-learn implementation of DBSCAN cannot even handle one million data points. A less efficient implementation using a distance matrix would become infeasible with a much smaller number of data points already. Overall, depending on the implementation, DBSCAN is either too slow or consumes too much memory to be a suitable choice for clustering of big data.
In k-means clustering, the number of clusters k has to be known in advance. The goal is to determine k partitions of the input data. Two aspects make k-means clustering less suitable for our use case. First, when dealing with big data, estimating a reasonable k is non-trivial. Second, its time complexity is unfavorable. An exact solution requires O(n dk+1 ), where d is the number of dimensions [12] . In our case, using 2-dimensional data, it is O(n 2k+1 ). Lloyd's algorithm [13] , which uses heuristics, is likewise not applicable as its time complexity is O(dnki), where i is the number of iterations until convergence is reached. There have been recent improvements [14, 15] , but their time complexity is still highly unfavorable for huge data sets.
RASTER
This section contains a thorough presentation of RASTER, starting with a high-level description of the algorithm in Sect. 3.1, a discussion of the concept of tiles as well as their role in creating clusters in Sect. 3.2, and an informal time-complexity analysis in Sect. 3.3. This is followed by an explanation of the variation RASTER , which retains its input, in Sect. 3.4 as well as the parallel variant P-RASTER in Sect. 3.5. Lastly, we highlight some further technical details in Sect. 3.6.
High-Level Description
The goal of RASTER is to reduce a very large number n of 2-dimensional points to a much more manageable number of coordinates that specify the approximate area of clusters in the input data. The input is not retained. Figure 1 provides a visualization. In more detail, the algorithm works as follows. It uses an implicit 2-dimensional grid of a coarser resolution than the input data. Each square of this grid is referred to as a tile; each point in the input data is projected to exactly one tile. A tile containing at least a user-specified threshold number t of observations is labeled as a significant tile.
Afterwards, clusters are constructed from adjacent significant tiles. RASTER creates clusters based on tiles; these clusters cover the area in which the clusters of the original input are located (cf. Fig. 1c ). The advantage of this approach is that it provides approximate truth very quickly. Furthermore, for the hub identification problem, the approximate location of a cluster is more important than retaining the precise GPS coordinates of the associated input points; even ignoring points near a cluster that a different clustering method may include in a cluster is not relevant as long as the cluster and its approximate area are identified. Conversely, a potential downside of RASTER is that it constructs clusters from significant tiles and ignores the points that were projected to those tiles. This leads to great space efficiency, but it may not provide the user with enough information. After all, the resulting clusters of tiles can be imprecise as they are delimited by the tiles in the implied grid. The variant RASTER addresses this problem (cf. Fig. 1d ). In addition to clusters and their constituent significant tiles, this variant also retains the original data points that were projected to those tiles. The downside of this increased amount of information is that RASTER does not use constant memory, unlike RASTER.
Tiles and Clusters
A key component of RASTER is the deliberate reduction of the precision of its input data. This is based on a projection of points to tiles and could, for instance, be achieved by truncating or rounding. The goal is the identification of clusters, which is attained via two distinct and consecutive steps: contraction and agglomeration. The contraction step first determines the number of input data points per tile and then discards all non-significant tiles. The agglomeration step constructs clusters out of adjacent significant tiles. To illustrate the idea of a tile, consider a grid consisting of squares of a fixed side length. A square may contain several coordinate points. Reducing the precision by one decimal digit means removing the last digit of a fixed-precision coordinate. For instance, with a chosen decimal precision of 2, the coordinates (1.005, 1.000), (1.009, 1.002), and (1.008, 1.006) are all truncated (contracted) to the tile identified by the corner point (1.00, 1.00). Thus, (1.00, 1.00) is a tile with three associated points. This tile would be classified as significant with a threshold value of t ≥ 3 and discarded otherwise. The previous example and the one mentioned in the motivating use case suggest truncating input values, which is implemented as reduction of the precision of the data by an integer power of 10. The input, which consists of floating-point values, is scaled up and converted into integers. However, it is also possible to project input data points to tiles using arbitrary positive real numbers. This makes it possible to fine-tune the clustering results or improve performance. For instance, a slightly larger grid size may lead to coarser clusters, but it also entails improved runtime, considering that the number of tiles depends on the chosen precision. With a lower precision value, the number of tiles is much lower, which leads to lowered constant space requirements and thus an improved runtime of the agglomeration and contraction steps. In general, the number of tiles on a finite canvas of side lengths a and b with a precision p equals ab · 10 p . For practical purposes, p should be the lowest possible value that leads to the desired clustering results.
In the subsequent agglomeration step, RASTER clusters are constructed, which consist of significant tiles that are at most a provided distance of δ steps apart. In our implementations, we take all eight neighbors of the current tile into account, meaning that significant tiles need to be directly adjacent. Yet, this parameter is arbitrary. One obvious alternative would be to use a Manhattan distance. This implies that a cluster could contain significant tiles without direct neighbors. The parameter min size specifies the minimum number of tiles a cluster has to contain to be recognized as such by the algorithm. This is of practical importance as it filters out isolated significant tiles that do not constitute a hub. The reasoning behind this approach is that hubs generally cover multiple tiles, so very small clusters are interpreted as noise.
Time-Complexity Analysis
In this subsection we present some explanations that accompany the RASTER pseudocode in Alg. 1, couched in an informal time-complexity analysis. 2 The algorithm consists of three sequential loops. The first two for-loops constitute the contraction step and the subsequent while-loop the agglomeration step. Projecting to a tile consists of associating a data point p to a scaled value representing a tile. RASTER does not exhaustively check every possible tile value, but instead only retains tiles that were encountered while processing data. Due to the efficiency of hash tables, the first for-loop runs in O(n), where n is the number of input data points. Projection is performed in O(1), which is also the time complexity of the various hash table operations used. After the first for-loop all points are projected to a tile. The second for-loop traverses all keys of Algorithm 1 RASTER input: data points, precision prec, threshold th, distance δ, minimum cluster size min size output: collection of clusters clusters 1: initialize hash table tiles, set clusters 2: for p in points do contraction 3: project p to corresponding tile with prec
4:
if tile t tiles then 5: add t with value 1 to tiles 6:
increment value for t by 1 8: for t in tiles do if value for t < th then 10: remove t from tiles 11: while tiles ∅ do agglomeration 12: select arbitrary tile t from tiles 13: construct cluster c, where t ∈ c, with δ 14:
remove tiles in c from tiles
if size of c ≥ min size then 16: add c to clusters the hash table tiles. Only significant tiles are retained. The intermediate result of this loop is a hash table of significant tiles and their respective number of observations. Deleting an entry is an O(1) operation. At most, and only in the pathological case where there is exactly one observation per tile, there are n tiles. In any case, it holds that m ≤ n, where n is the number of input data points and m the number of tiles.
The subsequent while-loop performs the agglomeration step, which constructs clusters from significant tiles. A cluster is a set of the coordinates of significant tiles. There are at most n tiles. In order to determine the tiles a cluster consists of, take one tile from the set tiles and recursively determine all neighboring tiles in O(n) in a depth-first manner. This is conceptually similar to the well-known flood fill algorithm. Neighborhood lookup with a hash table is in O(1), as the locations of all its neighboring tiles are known. For instance, when performing agglomerations with a Manhattan distance of 1, the neighbors of any coordinate pair (x, y) are the squares to its left, right, top, and bottom in the grid. Thus, the third loop runs likewise in O(m) ≤ O(n). Each of the three loops runs in O(n) in the worst case, leading to a total time complexity of O(n). The result is a set C of sets, where each c ∈ C is a cluster. : RASTER can be effectively parallelized. This figure shows how clusters that are separated by borders can be joined in parallel in log n steps, where n is the number of initial slices. In Fig. 3a there are multiple clusters that are separated by borders, which are successively joined as borders between slices are removed. The corner cases of clusters repeatedly crossing a border (e.g. c 4 , c 5 , c 8 in Fig. 3a ) and clusters crossing multiple borders are shown (cf. clusters c 5 , c 7 , c 9 in Fig. 3a ). As joining clusters is not a bottleneck in our use case, the idea presented here remains unimplemented. Instead, our code iterates through candidate clusters in slices in an iterative manner; clusters that do not touch the border of a slice are excluded from this step. However, this idea may be instrumental when implementing RASTER for large-scale data processing (cf. Sect. 6).
The Variation RASTER
A key element of RASTER is that information about the input data is only retained in the aggregate and only if it is relevant for clustering. In the projection step, the algorithm counts how many data points are contained in each tile. By discarding the input data, due to the fact that the range of both the longitude and latitude of GPS data are limited, the resulting space requirements of our algorithm are constant. Not storing input data is a useful approach when clustering very large amounts of data. However, if all data fits into memory, one could retain all points per tile or all unique points per tile. This increases the space requirements of the algorithm as clustering can no longer be performed in constant memory. We refer to this variant of our algorithm as RASTER . Compared to the pseudocode in Alg. 1, the required changes are confined to the contraction step. The key difference consists of maintaining a set of unmodified input data points as values to the keys in the hash table tiles instead of incrementing a counter and, subsequently, removing keys if the number of associated stored data points is below provided threshold value th. While this variant is not particularly interesting for our motivating use case (cf. Sect. 2.2), it may allow for a fairer comparison with clustering algorithms that retain their inputs.
Parallelizing the Algorithm
In this section we describe the parallelization of RASTER and RASTER . The resulting parallel versions are called P-RASTER and P-RASTER , respectively. The starting point of the parallelization is dividing the tile space into vertical slices. In parallel, for each slice we perform the projection, accumulation and filtering steps, yielding significant tiles. Because clusters may cross the border of slices, only those clusters that do not touch any border can be dismissed or retained based on the min size criterion. The others need to be joined if they have a neighboring tile in a slice to the right or left. They are only discarded if the final joined cluster is below the specified minimum size. This is done while joining slices, which can be done iteratively from one side to the other, or in a bottom-up divide-and-conquer approach. A pseudo-code specification of P-RASTER is provided as Alg. 2; the procedure for joining clusters is shown separately as Alg. 3. Joining clusters that cross borders has been implemented in a sequential manner as it only consumes a trivial amount of the total runtime.
For slicing the input canvas, we utilize domain knowledge as it is known that the longitude and latitude of GPS coordinates is in the range [−180, 180] . Thus, we can easily divide the input into evenly spaced slices. Alternatively, one could dynamically determine the minimum and maximum longitude value. Furthermore, it may be more appropriate, also in the context of GPS data, to dynamically determine the width of each slice. With GPS data, this is particularly relevant as the input is normally not uniformly distributed over the input space. For optimal performance, each slice should contain approximately the same number of data points, based on the observation that the initial projection step is the most time-consuming part of RASTER. However, these performance benefits propagate through to clustering as well, albeit not to the final joining of slices. It is possible to make the joining step parallel as well, but for c in C do 6: if c touches a border then 7: add c to C b candidates for joining 8: else if |c| ≥ min size then C lr ← clusters in C b that touch border B i 12:
cf. Alg. 3 13: add C j to S c 14: remove clusters that touch B i and B i−1 from C b
15:
add C inter to C b with our data sets very little time was spent on joining clusters, which is why we prefer a straightforward iterative solution, as shown in Alg. 3. In contrast, Fig. 3 illustrates how this could be done in parallel with in a divide-and-conquer approach instead. Relevant correctness proofs for P-RASTER are provided in Appendix C.
Further Technical Details
This subsection contains further technical details, covering the practical aspect of working with arbitrarily large data sets, the mostly theoretical issue of disadvantageous grip layouts, and a brief remark on higherdimensional input data.
Working with huge data sets. RASTER can handle arbitrarily large data sets as its memory requirements are constant. To demonstrate this, assume a total of c of available RAM of which t < c are required for the hash table tiles. The values stored in it are fixed-size integers and the number of tiles has a constant upper bound as the range of the input values is fixed. Afterwards, partition the input data into chunks of at most size d ≤ c − t and iteratively perform the projection step on them. After processing the entire input, continue with determining significant tiles, followed by clustering. With this approach, RASTER can not only process an arbitrarily Algorithm 3 Join clusters around border B i input: A threshold min size, clusters C lr that touch border B i . output: Two sets of clusters, C j and C inter . The first set contains clusters with at least min size tiles and only touch border B i . The second set contains clusters that touch both B i and B i−1 .
1: procedure join border(C lr ) 2: initialize the sets C inter and C j 3:
for c not visited in C lr do 4:
to visit ← {c} 6: for v in to visit do 7: take neighbors to v from C lr 8:
add neighbors to to visit add c join to C inter add inter-slice cluster 12: else if |c join | ≥ min size then 13: add c join to C j large amount of data, the input can also be partitioned in an arbitrary manner and processed in an arbitrary order without affecting the resulting clusters.
Minimum Cluster Size in Disadvantageous Grid Layouts. We consider truncation of a fixed number of decimal digits to be the standard behavior of RASTER. As long as projecting to tiles is performed in a consistent manner, any projection can be chosen. Yet, for any possible projection a corner case can be found that illustrates that a significant tile may not be found based on the particular implied grid of the chosen projection. However, due to hubs generally consisting of a large number of points, this is merely a theoretical issue. As an illustration, assume a threshold of t = 4 for significant tiles, and four adjacent points. If all points were located in the same tile of a grid, a significant tile would be detected. However, those four points could also be spread over neighboring tiles, as illustrated by Fig. 4 . One could shift the grid by choosing a different projection, but an adversary could easily place all points on different tiles in the new grid. In order to alleviate this problem, a threshold t < t for the number of observations in a tile would need to be picked, which has practical limitations. In the provided example, for instance, a value of t = t 4 would be required, but his would mean that every tile is significant as long as at least one point was projected to it. An alternative and preferable solution to this merely theoretical problem would be to add an additional step to RASTER to make the results more precise. With a complexity of O(m), where m is the number of tiles, one could retain any group of four tiles containing at least t points. This is can be done in linear time because, for each row in a grid, one only needs to take the current and next row into account. For example, one could start with the tile in the top left corner of the input space, take its right neighbor as well as the two tiles adjacent in the next row into account. This is followed by iterating through the entire grid in that manner.
Generalizing to Higher Dimensions. While we have focused on 2-dimensional geospatial data, it is possible to generalize RASTER to d dimensions. Generalizing from R 2 , irrespective of dimension, a similar case can be constructed for R n . Considering the special case of a projection based on powers of 10, the reduction for each decimal value is 10 2 and 10 n per tile for R 2 and R n , respectively. In the case of a Manhattan distance of δ = 1, the number of neighbors to consider per tile is 2d.
Evaluation
In this section, we present an evaluation of RASTER based on sequential processing of input files with increasingly sizes. Afterwards, we asses how stand-alone versions of RASTER implemented in Python and Rust scale with increasing inputs. This is followed by an evaluation of a parallel evaluation of RASTER.
Experiments
We subjected RASTER to three experiments. Experiment 1 is based on an existing benchmark that is part of the scikit-learn library, version 0.20.3, comparing several common clustering algorithms with comparatively modestly sized inputs. Experiment 2 explores how implementations in RASTER and RASTER scale with different parameter values and input sizes. Lastly, experiment 3 explores the parallelization potential of RASTER.
For experiment 1 we used the highly-optimized scikit-learn Python implementations of various clustering algorithms. In this comparative evaluation of RASTER, we use the following ten standard clustering algorithms: mini-batch k-means clustering [16] , affinity propagation [17] , mean-shift clustering [18] , spectral clustering [19, 20] , Ward's method [21] , agglomerative clustering [22] , DBSCAN [2] , BIRCH [23] , Gaussian mixture models [24] , and CLIQUE [25, 26] . All of these algorithms can be used for density-based clustering. However, some were designed for vastly different use cases.
The implementation of CLIQUE is a modification of an open-source implementation.
3 RASTER is severely hamstrung in this experiment as the particular setup of this benchmark necessitates us to perform some operations twice. The most egregious example is scaling, which we have to perform a second time over the entire input set in order to generate the expected output. In contrast, our algorithm was designed to perform a single pass and not retain its input. We therefore label our algorithm as RASTER * . All algorithms were tweaked to give good results, i.e. detecting as many clusters as possible. In this experiment, the input consists of increasingly large input files, ranging from 5K to 500K data points, corresponding to 10 to 1,000 clusters. Each algorithm was run a total of ten times, recording the percentage of clusters identified, the runtime in seconds, and the average silhouette coefficient [27] , which is an indicator of the quality of the resulting clustering based on cluster cohesion (the higher, the better) and cluster separation (the higher, the better). The implementations are sequential, although some of the Python implementations use more than one CPU core. As this does not affect RASTER, which runs on a single CPU core, it was not of a primary concern for us. This means that the performance of some of the other algorithms may be better than it would be if using a single core could be effectively enforced. In addition, we explored at which points the chosen algorithms run out of memory.
All experiments were executed on a contemporary workstation with an octa-core AMD Ryzen 7 2700X CPU, clocked at 3.70 GHz, and 64 GB RAM. The chosen operating system was CentOS Linux 7.6.1810.
As the comparative benchmark in experiment 1 can be expected to disadvantage RASTER, we perform an additional experiment that gives a better insight into the performance of our algorithm. In experiment 2 we therefore evaluate stand-alone implementations of RASTER and RASTER in Python and Rust. Unlike with the previous implementations, this allowed us to closely follow the specification provided in Alg. 1. A key aspect of RASTER is that input data points are projected to tiles. The number of implied tiles is based on a precision factor, and the higher that factor is, the greater the number of tiles is as well. With a lower precision value, RASTER is faster and requires less space as there are fewer tiles to project to, but resulting clusters are coarser. The algorithms processed input files with 10 2 to 10 6 clusters, corresponding inputs ranging from 50K to 500M data points. For the chosen precision values of 3, 3.5, 4, and 5, we record the number of clusters identified and the runtime. This experiment also serves as a baseline for a comparison with parallel RASTER, which is described below.
The goal of experiment 3 is to empirically determine the speedup of our parallelization efforts. We benchmarked Rust implementations of RASTER and RASTER on large data sets, one with 50M points (10 5 clusters) and one with 500M data points (10 6 clusters). For precision values of 3.5 and 4, we measured the total runtime as well as the time spent on projection and clustering, as the number of cores increases from 1 to 8 in powers of 2.
Data Description
RASTER is designed for clustering unlabeled data as there is no ground truth available. Thus, it is an example of unsupervised learning. However, the input data for both experiments was produced by a custom data generator. Its output is synthetic data that is an idealization of an existing proprietary real-world data set. For such data sets, we know how many clusters the algorithms should detect, but the data is not labeled. For the first experiment, using the GPS coordinate plane as a canvas, the data generator randomly determines a predefined number of hypothetical cluster centers and spreads 500 points around them in a uniform distribution with random parameters, meaning that clusters vary in their density. Cluster centers are located at least a given minimum distance apart. For the second experiment the data generator was modified to speed up file creation for larger files. This variant of our data generator divides the canvas into a number of rectangles and places cluster centers in them. This affects files with 10 5 and 10 6 cluster centers. The resulting distribution of cluster centers is less random than it is the case for files describing fewer numbers of clusters. As one idiosyncrasy of the generated data is that data points forming a cluster are produced in sequence, all data was randomly shuffled, based on the reasoning that partially sorted data may unfairly advantage some algorithms, while randomly shuffled data can be expected to not provide a discernible advantage to any algorithm. Table 1 lists numerical results of ten clustering algorithms, relating to experiment 1. The stated averages are of ten runs with standard deviations in case of the runtime. Missing entries are due to memory constraints or excessive runtime. Some of those algorithms, such as Affinity Propagation and Spectral Clustering, were not even able to process 500K points in 64 GB RAM, even though the input corresponds to less than 2 MB. Overall, the hamstrung version of RASTER * clearly outperforms the other algorithms, with a runtime difference ranging from a singledigit multiple in the case of DBSCAN to a triple-digit multiple in the case of CLIQUE. Here are some observations to better put these results in perspective: Spectral Clustering did not honor setting the number of jobs to 1 and instead used up all available threads. Since this algorithm is a transformation of k-means, its runtime will be strictly worse than the latter's. Gaussian Mixture Modelling also used all available threads at times. The instances of unwanted parallelization are probably due to numpy calling multi-threaded C-libraries. 4 We also looked at RAM consumption. The maximum input size the various algorithms were able to process was 5K points (10 1 clusters) in the case of Affinity Propagation and Spectral Clustering, 50K points (10 2 clusters) in the case of Ward's method, Agglomerative Clustering and CLIQUE, 10 3 clusters (500K points) in the case of Mini-batch k-means, BIRCH and Gaussian Mixture, 5M points (10 4 clusters) in the case of DBSCAN, and 50M points (10 5 clusters) in the case of RASTER * and Mean Shift. Mini-batch k-means had an overly excessive runtime, projected to be multiple hours, with 5M points (10 4 clusters); CLIQUE showed the same problem with 500K points (10 3 clusters) already. Thus, we terminated these benchmarks early. Even though MeanShift and RASTER * would be able to process larger inputs, the design of that particular benchmark was a limiting factor as all data is stored in memory and retained. Experiment 2. In Table 2 , a better overview of the true performance of RASTER and RASTER is given. The Python implementations were not able to process files with 500M input points (1M clusters) as they ran out of memory. In general, RASTER scales well as the input size increases. The chosen precision value affects both runtime and quality of results. For example, a precision of 3 is fast, yet the resulting coarse grid detects fewer clusters. Figure 4 : RASTER is based on the idea of significant tiles, i.e. tiles that contain more than a threshold number of points. However, as this figure illustrates, the location of the grid can interfere and separate points in close vicinity. In the given example, when using a threshold of t = 4, this cluster would not be detected. This is only a theoretical problem for our algorithm and its primary use case as hubs contain large numbers of points. However, a post-processing step can solve this issue at a very modest cost. Table 3 show, both RASTER and RASTER scale well.
Results Experiment 1.

Experiment 3. As the results in
In case of RASTER, the speedup with 8 cores is mostly between 3 and 4. In RASTER, the computationally intensive projection step is sped up by a factor of up to around 4, which is due to the sequential bottleneck of joining hash tables that result from performing the projection in parallel on the various slices of the tiles space. The computationally less expensive clustering step scales approximately with the number of cores. With 8 cores, it is up to 8 times faster. In contrast, the performance improvements with RASTER are more modest. While the clustering step scales similarly well, the projection step improves mildly with increasing CPU cores in the case of the 50M (10 5 clusters) input file. However, the picture with 500M points (10 6 clusters) is ambivalent, showing that with an increased tile space due to a precision value of 4, performance with a core count greater than 2 degrades.
Discussion. In experiment 1, RASTER * outperforms an assortment of other clustering algorithms by a wide margin. Given the popularity of scikit-learn, these implementations can be considered state-of-the-art. Of course, those algorithms may have been developed for other use cases than ours (cf. Appendix A for a brief discussion on RASTER as a general-purpose densitybased clustering algorithm). Not only is their runtime worse, many of them have memory requirements that make them unsuitable for density-based clustering of big data. Even though RASTER * was hamstrung in that comparison, it still has the best performance. However, as a comparison of the data in Table 1 and Table 2 shows, RASTER is about five times faster than RASTER * , without those limitations.
There is a conceptual similarity between a submethod of CLIQUE and RASTER, but the former performs lookup in a way that scales poorly as the input increases. This may not be obvious when using inputs with very few clusters, as it was done in the original papers [25, 26] . Yet, CLIQUE is not an ideal choice in a big data context. We spent a considerable amount of time on comparing RASTER and CLIQUE. There are very few widely available implementations of the latter, however, which perhaps underscores that CLIQUE is more interesting from a theoretical perspective. We consulted the implementations of the pyclustering package 5 as well as György Katona's implementation. Our implementation is based on the latter and we improved its performance by a factor of more than 3. It is also noticeably faster than the implementation in pyclustering. Our results comparing RASTER to another widely available implementation of CLIQUE in Java are documented in Appendix B.
In experiment 2, we have shown that RASTER and RASTER scale very well. The purpose of the additional implementation of RASTER in Rust is to show our algorithm's potential for real-world workloads. This implementation is able to process 500M points (1M clusters) in less than 50 seconds with a single thread. Unlike many other clustering algorithms, RASTER can be easily parallelized, which is discussed in the next section.
As our results of experiment 3 show, RASTER can not only be elegantly parallelized in theory; the measured performance improvements also show a substantial performance gain. Based on these results, we would expect that a further increase in the number of available CPU cores c leads, for P-RASTER, to a speedup of roughly c 2 for the projection step and c for the clustering step. The improvement for clustering in P-RASTER is similar, but the performance improvement for projection seems to level off. As the current picture is ambiguous, it is hard to make predictions on expected performance increases of that part of the algorithm. On a related note, we have found that with a greater precision value in P-RASTER , total performance not only levels off, as it was the case with a precision value of 3, but degrades, with a precision of 4. This seems to be due to memory allocation for the data that is retained. In addition to increased memory requirements, cache synchronization Table 1 : Comparing a variant of sequential RASTER to a number of standard clustering algorithms. The size of the input is based on the number of clusters, where each cluster contains 500 points. The percentage given is based on the number of clusters that are identified versus the number generated as the input. Missing entries are due to algorithms running out of memory or excessive runtime. Mini-batch k-means uses a stopping criterion, which explains why not all clusters were found. All times t are rounded, so values below 0.005 seconds are recorded as 0.00. As a qualitative performance metric, the silhouette coefficient (s(i)) was used.
issues may also play a role. Since each core on a multicore CPU has its own cache, there is a greater need for cache synchronization. This phenomenon is referred to as parallel slowdown.
We also took a look at related work on parallelizing other clustering algorithms. The state of the art in parallelizing DBSCAN is Song et al.'s work on RP-DBSCAN, which they describe as "superfast" [28] . Yet, the achieved speedup with 10 cores is only around 2, reaching 4.4 with 40 cores. In comparison, P-RASTER achieves a parallel speedup of a factor of ∼4 with 8 cores, due to the excellent scalability of the design of our algorithm, which was relatively straightforward to realize. In contrast, the parallelization of many other clustering algorithms is much more difficult and may also have a relatively low upper bound.
Related Work
We compared RASTER against a number of canonical clustering algorithms of which implementations were readily available. There are other algorithms, which seem to have been of more academic interest. For reasons related to space as well as a lack of availability of implementations, we therefore briefly discuss other density-based clustering algorithms separately below. An early approach to grid-based spatial data mining was STING [29] . A key difference between RASTER and that algorithm is that it performs statistical queries, using distributions of attribute values. WaveCluster [30] shares some similarities with RASTER. It can reduce the resolution of the input, which leads to output that is visually similar to RASTER clusters that are defined by its significant tiles. WaveCluster runs in linear time. However, because the computation of wavelets is prec = 3 prec = 3.5 prec = 4 prec = 5 Table 2 : Comparing (sequential) stand-alone implementations of RASTER and RASTER in Python and Rust at different precision values. The provided figures show the averages runtime t of ten runs, along with their standard deviation. The chosen parameters for the threshold th and the minimum cluster size were 5 and 4, respectively. The most noteworthy aspect is that fine-tuning the precision parameter entails performance improvement without deteriorating the quality of the results, with the caveat that the clusters identified by tiles in RASTER are coarser with a lower precision.
costlier than the operations RASTER performs, its empirical runtime is presumably worse.
The projection step of RASTER makes use of a standard concept in data processing: assigning values to buckets. Similar corresponding projections are a feature in other algorithms as well. For instance, Baker and Valleron [31] present a solution to a problem in spatial epidemiology whose initial step seems similar to the projection step performed by RASTER. For solving their problem, it is sufficient to count observations in squares of a grid. The approach taken by GRPDB-SCAN, discovered by Darong and Peng [32] is similar to the aforementioned work in that regard, but chooses the approach of RASTER by retaining the projected input points. Unfortunately, their description seems rather vague, so we cannot evaluate how similar their algorithm is to ours. Their paper includes only an illustration instead of an implementation or specification. In both papers there is no discussion of using a variable scaling factor, however, to arbitrarily adjust the granularity of the grid and the resulting clusters. Lastly, there is some similarity between our algorithm, when focusing only on the hub identification problem, and blob detection in image analysis [33] . A direct application of that method to finding clusters would arguably require very dense cluster centers, which could be achieved by projecting points to fewer tiles. Also, blob detection is computationally more expensive than RASTER. Furthermore, unlike blob-detection algorithms, RASTER is viable as a general-purpose clustering algorithm, as illustrated in Appendix A. prec = 3.5 prec = 4 cores total π κ total π κ P-RASTER / 50M points (10 5 clusters) 1 2.62 ± 0.00 2.05 ± 0.00 0.58 ± 0.00 4.79 ± 0.03 3.67 ± 0.03 1.12 ± 0.01 2 1.43 ± 0.01 1.13 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.00 2.57 ± 0.01 2.00 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.00 4
1.01 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.00 0.14 ± 0.00 1.85 ± 0.02 1.58 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.00 8 0.85 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.00 1.59 ± 0.01 1.43 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.00 P-RASTER / 500M points (10 6 clusters) 1 49.33 ± 0.15 42.19 ± 0.14 7.14 ± 0.02 61. Table 3 : Runtime of parallel implementations of RASTER and RASTER in Rust at precision levels 3.5 and 4. The chosen parameter values for the threshold t and minimum cluster size were 5 and 4, respectively. In addition to the total runtime, the runtime for the projection (π) and clustering (κ) steps are given. P-RASTER scales very well, while the parallel speedup of P-RASTER is more limited due to the cost incurred of having to join large hash tables at the end of the projection step.
Future Work
Xiaoyun et al. introduced GMDBSCAN [34] , a DBSCAN-variant that is able to detect clusters of different densities. The inability to detect clusters of different densities is a weakness of DBSCAN that is shared by RASTER. For more general purpose-applications, it may be worth investigating a similar approach for RASTER as well. A starting point is an adaptive distance parameter for significant tiles. While we mentioned that the distance metric δ can be arbitrarily chosen -we picked the eight immediate neighbors of a tile -one could not only choose different (Manhattan) distances, but adaptive arbitrary values. On the other hand, by fine-tuning the precision parameter value, very similar results could be achieved, possibly with multiple passes over the same input, which would make it possible to detect clusters of varying density.
RASTER does not distinguish between significant tiles. Yet, one could think of cases in which some of those tiles contain a very large number of observations, while others barely reach the specified threshold value. Thus, one could consider an adaptive approach to RASTER-clustering, for instance by subdividing such tiles into smaller segments, with the goal of determining more accurate cluster shapes. This idea is related to adaptive mesh refinement, suggested by Liao et. al [35] . A related idea is to change the behavior of RASTER when detecting a large number of adjacent tiles that have not been classified as significant. This may prompt a coarsening of the grid size for that part of the input space.
For practical use, it may be worthwhile to add a contextual relaxation value for the threshold value of significant tiles. For instance, in the vicinity of several significant tiles, a neighboring tile with t − observations may be considered part of the agglomeration, in particular if it has multiple significant tiles as neighbors. A key aspect of RASTER is that it returns clusters of significant tiles that cover most of the area of a dense cluster. It may be interesting to not return such clusters at all but instead compute the ellipse of the least area that includes all tiles of a cluster. In particular for larger clusters, this would lead to even lower space requirements.
RASTER is highly suited to clustering data batches, but we have also implemented a variant of RASTER for data streams (S-RASTER). In an upcoming paper, we intend to discuss this variant and show how it compares with other algorithms for clustering evolving data streams. P-RASTER was discussed as an algorithm running on a many-core CPU. It should be straightforward to adopt it to execution on the cloud, similar to the experiments described in the RP-DBSCAN paper [28] . We would expect it to scale well as slices can be processed in parallel. Unlike RP-DBSCAN, P-RASTER on the cloud would not need to duplicate any data, implying better scalability in terms of memory requirements as well. That being said, P-RASTER is able to process terabytes of data in a very reasonable amount of time on a single workstation. This means that adapting P-RASTER so that it can be executed on a data center like Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, or Google Cloud would be hard to justify in the foreseeable future.
Conclusion
We hope to have shown that RASTER is an excellent density-based clustering algorithm with an outstanding single-threaded performance. For our particular problem, it outperforms standard implementations of existing clustering algorithms. On top, unlike many other clustering algorithms, RASTER can be effectively parallelized to make use of many-core CPUs. Based on our experiments, we would expect RASTER to scale linearly with the number of available CPU cores. As the input space of RASTER can be partitioned without data duplication and without affecting clustering quality, it would be straightforward to adopt our algorithm for cloud-scale computations, albeit that may not be necessary, considering the performance that can be achieved on a regular workstation.
While we focused on the hub identification problem, RASTER can also be used for solving generalpurpose density-based clustering problems. The parameters RASTER uses, i.e. the threshold value for significant tiles, the distance metric, and the minimum cluster size, are intuitive. In Appendix B, we illustrate on standard data sets how our algorithm can deliver very good results with minimal parameter tweaking. Overall, have shown that RASTER is of great practical value due to its very fast sequential and parallel performance and its suitability for general-purpose clustering problems.
Appendix A. Qualitative Comparison of Clustering Algorithms
Arguably the most well-known qualitative comparison of prominent clustering algorithms is provided by the online documentation of scikit-learn. 6 We have modified RASTER to work with that benchmark. The results are provided in Figure A .5. The RASTER parameters we used are: threshold = 5, minimum tiles for a cluster = 5, and precision of 0.9. The runtime metrics have to be taken with a grain of salt as our algorithm has to process the input twice to produce the desired labels. This is not an inherent flaw of RASTER but due to the implementation of that particular comparison. Furthermore, our implementation has not been optimized. For instance, we convert from Python to numpy objects and back. The standalone implementation of our algorithm furthermore does not require us to return a label for each element in the provided input, in the exact same order; we also simply discard all noise. In the provided examples, the input size is a mere 1,500 points each, with very few clusters. As we have shown earlier (cf. Sect. 4.3), our algorithm shines with huge data sets and very large numbers of clusters.
Having pointed out that this benchmark is not an ideal match for RASTER, we can nonetheless confirm that the results are in line with our expectations as our algorithm turned out to perform very well also with smaller input sizes and fewer clusters. To go through the six input data sets from top to bottom: The concentric circles in the first data set are not suited for the chosen RASTER parameters, for which the outer circle is not dense enough. The inner one, however, is properly identified. By choosing a different precision value, the outer ring can be clearly identified (cf. A.6), but this would negatively affect the results of the other data sets. The arcs in the second data set are nicely separated, showing that RASTER does not require dense, circular clusters. The third one contains two denser clusters on the left and right, while the middle is less dense. RASTER is the only algorithm that considers the middle as noise. There is no ground truth provided. Yet, that is how we would interpret the GPS data we have worked with as well. The fourth and particularly the fifth data set are ideally geared to RASTER. It reliably identifies the centers of these clusters. Lastly, the sixth data set is The third data set from the top reflects the hub identification problem where tight, dense clusters have to be found in noisy data sets. RASTER is the only algorithm in this comparison that adequately does this. Furthermore, it is the only algorithm in this comparison that does not produce any clusters with homogeneous input. The settings used for this version of RASTER were: threshold t = 5, minimum cluster size = 5, and precision = 0.9. Note that the output of the first data set can be easily improved by modifying the precision parameter (cf. A.6).
worth highlighting. According to the information provided in the scikit-learn documentation, homogeneous data like this is a "null situation for clustering", stating that there is "no good clustering" possible. Interestingly, RASTER is the only of the ten clustering algorithms in this comparison that does not perform any clustering on this data set. Instead, all data is discarded as noise. This data set is relevant to the hub identification problem, where tight clusters are surrounded by noise. As our example shows, RASTER ignores the less densely spread points between two dense clusters, while the other algorithms all detect three clusters. This seems to imply that, if speed and memory were not a concern, standard clustering algorithms still could not be used for the hub identification problem without preprocessing the data and filtering out noise.
It is also noteworthy that the indicated runtime of RASTER does not depend on the number of clusters or the points per cluster. Instead, it is primarily dependent on the number of points in the input. This is in stark contrast to the other algorithms, which have sometimes wildly fluctuating runtimes.
As stated earlier, adjusting the precision parameter can help improve clustering results. This is shown in Fig. A.6 , which contrasts the output of RASTER with a precision value of 0.90 with the results of executing RASTER with a precision of 0.73. As there is no ground truth in unsupervised learning, it is in the eye of the beholder which results are judged to be satisfactory. Yet, as this juxtaposition shows, with minor adjustments very good results can be achieved with each of the used reference data sets. We would argue that either precision value delivers very good results in data sets 2, 4, and 5. Using a precision value of 0.73 seems preferable for data set 1 as it fully clusters both rings. For data set 3, an argument could be made for either of those two parameter values, depending on whether the less densely scattered points in the middle are desired to be clustered or not. Lastly, a precision value of 0.90 delivers superior results for data set 6 as it does not cluster a homogeneous data set.
Appendix B. Performance Comparison between CLIQUE, RASTER, and RASTER
As there is a superficial similarity between one step of CLIQUE and the neighborhood lookup step of RASTER, we were particularly interested in comparing the performance of these two algorithms on the hub identification problem. In Sect. 4.3 we showed how a Python implementation of CLIQUE compares against RASTER (prec. = 0.90) RASTER (prec. = 0.73) Figure A .6: By adjusting the precision parameter, clustering results can be modified. Arguably, with a precision of 0.90, all but the very first data set are clustered satisfactorily. However, by reducing the precision to 0.73, the first data set is likewise clustered as it is presumably intended. It is a matter of debate whether the third data set is better clustered with a precision of 0.73, however. Also, with a reduced precision, RASTER attempts to cluster the homogeneous data set, while it was noteworthy, taking Fig.A RASTER. However, we also came across a Java implementation of CLIQUE as part of the OpenSubspace library [36] . 7 . In order to perform a comparative benchmark, we implemented RASTER and RASTER in Java and pitted them against CLIQUE in R. In Table B.4 we show the results, which illustrate that the comparatively substandard performance of CLIQUE was not just due to the Python implementations we used earlier. In Java, the difference is likewise rather substantial. Further, the bigger the input, the bigger the gap between CLIQUE and RASTER. With an input of 50K points or 100 clusters, RASTER is 300 times faster than CLIQUE. Increasing the input size to 500K points or 1K cluster widens the performance difference to well over 3000 times.
Appendix C. Correctness Proofs for P-RASTER
Below, we provide correctness proofs of three properties of P-RASTER that are true after the termination of the algorithm: (1) Clusters that have a neighboring significant tile in a different slice will have been joined, regardless of how often that border is crossed (multiple single-border crossings invariant), (2) clusters having neighboring significant tiles in multiple slices will have been joined regardless how many borders they cross (consecutive border crossings invariant), and (3) slicing can be arbitrary and does not affect the clusters in any way (arbitrary slicing invariant).
There could potentially be a large number O c of clusters around a border which form one large cluster when joined. Figure 3a illustrates a scenario where O c = 3 in the case of clusters c 4 , c 5 , and c 8 . The second problem is that there could be a cluster within a slice that spans 7 The repository associated with that paper is no longer available online. However, the relevant Java packages were retrieved from version 1.0.4 of R library subspace.
the length of the slice itself. This cluster can be joined from both its left side and its right side as can be seen in Fig. 3a with c 3 , c 7 , and c 9 . When c 7 is joined with the border to its right side, the new cluster needs to be carried over to the joining process around the border to its left. This leads to the two theorems below. Theorem 1. Clusters that have a neighboring significant tile in a different slice will be joined, regardless of how often that border is crossed (multiple single-border crossings invariant).
Proof. Consider arbitrarily many clusters that are separated by the same border that would form one single cluster without that border. This implies that each cluster has at least one other cluster it is adjacent to in the neighboring slice. One of the original clusters will eventually be added to the set to visit, processed, and have its neighbors determined. Each cluster is removed from that set as part of the processing step and its neighbors are added to it if they have not been added before. This procedure continues until there are no clusters remaining in to visit. Thus, this part of the algorithm is an example of depth-first search (DFS) [37] where the searched nodes form a cluster.
Theorem 2. Clusters having neighboring significant tiles in multiple slices will be joined regardless how many borders they cross (consecutive border crossings invariant).
Proof. Consider the base case of n = 3 adjacent clusters that are separated by two borders: Clusters C left and C middle are separated by border B 1 ; clusters C middle and C right are separated by border B 2 . Assuming the algorithm proceeds from left to right, the first step results in a cluster C |2| = C left ∪ C middle after removing B 0 as they are adjacent and shared that very border. As C |2| is still bordering B 1 , it remains a candidate cluster for joining. Subsequently, when processing the next border, the algorithm produces C |3| = C |2| ∪ C right , which is the final cluster. It should be easy to see that in the case of k adjacent clusters that are separated by k − 1 borders, the result is a cluster C |k| . The inductive step is C |k+1| = C |k| ∪ C |1| . Theorems 1 and 2 work in tandem. For instance, if a cluster C were to be split into more than three disjoint clusters around one border, Theorem 1 ensures that they are joined, while Theorem 2 ensures that clusters are joined across multiple borders. As a cluster remains a candidate for as long as it contains an unprocessed significant tile touching a border, it is irrelevant which case is addressed first. P-RASTER slices the tile space vertically in a uniform manner. A practical rule of thumb is to set the number of slices to the number of available threads. The number of slices is only one aspect as it may also make sense to not slice uniformly but instead set the borders dynamically so that each slice contains approximately the same number of points, which cannot be expected when slicing the tile space uniformly with nonuniformly distributed data. What all these considerations have in common is that they depend on slicing not affecting the resulting clusters, which depends on the correctness of the next theorem.
Theorem 3. Slicing of the tile space can be arbitrary and does not affect the clusters in any way (arbitrary slicing invariant).
Proof. The width of a slice is irrelevant. It only matters if a border divides a cluster or not. If it does not, then cluster reconstruction cannot be affected. On the other hand, if it does, then divided clusters will be unified based on Theorems 1 and 2, which do not depend on the location of the borders.
